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ABSTRACT

The focus of this study was twofold:
1. To determine which of the two figures, earnings before 

extraordinary items or earnings after extraordinary items 
has a stronger relationship with stock prices.

2. To determine whether publicly quoted Companies in Kenya use 
extraordinary items to smooth income.

The literature reviewed brought out the requirements of the 
various accounting standards as regards treatment and 
presentation of extraordinary items. A section dealing with the 
association between earnings per share and stock prices is 
included. Lastly, literature on smoothing of income is included.

The population of interest for this study comprised of the 
publicly quoted companies in Kenya, quoted as at 31st December 
1988. Out of the 56 Companies, only 31 Companies were included in 
this study. The rest had not reported extraordinary items during 
the period covered by the study.

The findings of the study suggested that there is no 
significant difference between the strengths of the relationship 
between earnings before extraordinary items and stock prices and 
earnings after extraordinary items and stock prices.
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•be rindings ^Iso suggested that there is no ditference 
between the smoothness ot earnings before extraordmarv items and 
earnings after extraordinarv items. This indicates publicly 
quoted Companies in Kenya do not use extraordinarv items to 
smooth income, [t also raises questions about the usefulness of a 
standard whose effect is.probably.nunima1.
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INTRODUCTION

BAO.blOROUNL'

Accounting like any other profession is backed by a rich 
body of theory. The theory and/or practice of accounting can be 
traced to as early as 3500 BC1. As time passes accounting 
theorists and practitioners continue to add to this body of 
knowledge. To facilitate this development of accounting theory, 
accountants have formed themselves into associations charged with 
the responsibility of carrying out research. The end result of 
the research is the accounting standards.

Among the major accounting bodies are Financial Accounting 
Standards Board, American Accounting Association, Association of 
Certified Accountants, Australian Society of Accountants, 
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales and of 
course here in Kenya we have Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants of Kenya.

lMwarania K.M.: Financial Accounting Standards; An Analysis
o f the Standard S e tt in g ____Process___UQ— Kenya , Unpub 1 ished MBA
Project.1983.



Research by these accounting bodies has ied to the 
development of accounting standards in various subjects.The 
accounting standards serve as a guide to accountants when they 
are preparing financial statements.

On the international scene the International Accounting 
Standards Committee has published at least twenty six standards. 
Here in Kenya, the situation is different; the Professional 
Standards Committee has only managed to give guidance on only 
fourteen subjects ias at 31st December 1989).

One of the areas for which all the major accounting bodies 
have issued an accounting standard is "Accounting for 
extraordinarv items . In Kenya the area is covered by Kenya 
Accounting Standard number two tKAS2) on "Extraordinary and Prior 
Period I terns '.

An extraordinary item i EOI ) is defined as an item that 
derives from outside the ordinary activities of an entity and 
occurs infrequently. After the item satisfies both requirements, 
the accountants have to consider whether it is material or not.
If it is material KAS 2 requires that the item be disclosed 
separately less attributable tax.
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There are two extreme wavs of presenting EOI, vis:

(1) the all-inclusive method ;this is where the Eul is 
aggregated together with ordinary income.

12 1 current operating performance method: this is where the EOI 
is charged or credited directly to retained earnings.

arguments for and against each method lead to some 
disagreement among accountants. EOI were subject of debate as 
early as 1947.2 The standards issued so far advocate a middle of 
the road approach.

-STATEMENT i’F THE PROBLEM

EOI affect the amount of reported net income depending on 
whether the EOI is a loss or a gain. By increasing or reducing 
the amount of net income EOI could be used to smooth 
income.Smoothing is the intentional dampening of fluctuations 
about some level of earnings that is currently considered to be 
normal for a firm.3 This researcher wants to find out whether 
Kenya's publicly quoted companies use EOI to smooth their 
incomes.

2 Bernstein L.A.: "Accounting for Extraordinary Gains__and
Losses" . The Ronald Press Co.,New York 1967,pp.2

3 Beidleman, Carl R.: "Income smoothing: The role of
management", Accounting Review.Vol 48 oct 1973 pp. 653
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l11 h -*ii. e 11*.i..rv i n-i i si r e® fh-it thfirfi is a relationship 

between earnings per share tor a company and its stock price.4 
Inclusion or non-inc1 us ion of EOI in the income statement will 
affect the amount of net income. This researcher wants to find 
out which of the two.i.e. earnings before EOI (El) or earnings 
after EOI <E2), has a stronger relationship with stock prices.

OB.J ELCXJLVES O f IHE_£JUDI_

( 1)

(2 )

(1)

4 Dougall.H.E.: Investment.9th Edition,Prentice-Hall Inc.
Englewood Cliffs N.J.,1920 pp. 450.

The objectives of this study are two-fold:- 
To determine whether EOI are used to smooth income by 
publicly quoted companies in Kenya.
To determine whether earnings before EOI have a stronger or 
weaker relationship with stock prices than earnings after 
EOI.

This study and the results thereof is likely to be of 
interest to the following groups of people:- 
Managers and Directors:
The findings of this study might help the firm managers and 
directors to know how the decision to classify an item as 
extraordinary can affect the stock prices.



<2> Proiessional Accounting bodies:
The professional bodies dealing with promulgation or 
accounting standards are iikeiv to benefit irom the results 
of the study. The studv snould bring out the importance or 
EOI .

(3) Academics:
The findings will add to a body of knowledge in the 
finance/accounting discipline and can form a basis for 
further research.

OVERV Ii:w_D.E_XHE-EAEJ£E

This chapter is an introduction to the project.lt deale with 
issues such as the problem under study, the objectives of the 
study and the importance of the study .

Chapter two summarises the literature review relevant to the 
study. Within this chapter, the criteria for classification of 
Ebf, disclosure requirements of EOI and the basic divergences of 
thought regarding accounting for EOI are discussed. Before the 
close of the chapter is a summary of the literature on the 
valuation of companies using earnings per share. Lastly, there is
a discussion on income smoothing.
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Chapter three provides the methodology used in the research. 

It is followed by chapter four which is a presentation and 

discussion of the results s of the study.

Chapter five the last chapter is composed of a summary 

conclusions, limitations of the study and recommendations. 

Suggestions for further research are also given. Appendices and 

Bibliography are presented d separately at the end.



CHAPTER 2 :___ LITERATURE REV LEW

TREATMENT .OF EXTRAQRD-1HART-T.IEMii—lEQLj

DEFINITION AND TERMINOLOGY

There is not much difference in the way various accounting 
oodies detine EOI. However, we are going to go througn 
definitions by various bodies so as to gain a better 
understanding ot the term EOI. Bernstein in 1967 defined EOI to 
include:
ia) Non-recurring operating gains and losses.
(b) Recurring non-operating gains and losses.
(c) Non-recurring, non-operating g a m s  and losses.5
This definition implies that anything unusual whether it relates 
to ordinary activities or not should be regarded as an EOI.

In 1969,the Canadian Institute of Chartered accountants 
(CICA) defined EOI to include only gams, losses and provisions 
for losses which, by their nature, are not typical of the normal 
business activities of the enterprise".6

5Bernstein L.A.: "Accounting for Extraordinary Gams— and 
Loses". The Ronald Press Co., New York 1967, pp.13.

6 Mosich et al: I.ot 
Hill Ltd., Toronto 1975.

2nd Edition, McGraw
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CICA also added that the items are not expected to occur 
regularly over a period of vears and are not considered as 
recurring factors in anv evaluation ot the ordinary operations of 
the enterprise.

In L973, APB opinion No. 30 detined E0I as an event or 
transaction that is both unusual and infrequent . It defines 
these qualities as tollows:
(a) Unusual nature- The underlying event or transaction should 

posses a high degree of abnormality and be of a type clearly 
unrelated to, or only incidentally related to, the ordinary 
and typical activities of the entity, taking into account 
the environment in which the entity operates.

(b) Infrequency of occurrence- The underlying event or 
transaction should be of a type that would not reasonably be 
expected to recur in the foreseeable future, taking into account 
the environment in which the entity operates.7

7 Hawkins D.F.: Corporate Financial .Reporting and Analysis., 
Text and Cases.3rd Edition.Irwin.Illinois 1986<pp. 417.



In 1974. SSAP 6 Extraordinary Items and Prior Year

Adjustments' defined £01 as those events leading to a profit or 
loss to the business which lie outside the ordinary scope of its 
activities.6

Lastlv, in 1985. KAS 2 defined EDI as deriving from events 
outside the ordinary activities of the business. KAS 2 continues 
to state that EOI do not include items of abnormal size and 
infrequent occurrence which derive from ordinary activities of 
the business.

The classification of the items as EOI may depend on particular 
circumstances; what is extraordinary in one business will not 
necessarily be extraordinary in another.9

An analysis of the definitions show that all the bodies 
quoted agree on the following points. For an item to be an EOI, 
it must be from outside the ordinary activities of the entity in 
question and the item must have infrequency of occurrence. From 
here onwards, EOI will be taken to satisfy both of these 
requirements.

8 Brockington R.: Financial Accounting. Macdonald and Evans.
London 1983, pp. 258.

9ICPAK, KAS 2: EaLfxao.rdinary and Prior Period. Ltems^ Nairobi 
1985, Section 3.4.
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a availed discussion oi what constitutes unusual items and 
mrrequent occurrence is included in the next section.

CRITERIA. £0B_.EX.TPAOJBtUJARY_JT.EMi3

A lot of .judgement is required to segregate in the income 
statement, the effects of events or transactions that are 

extraordinary in nature. In mv opinion, any event 3hould be 
presumed to be ordinary and usual activity of the reporting tirm 
unless evidence cLearLy supports its classification as EOI. EOI 
are items than are distinguished because of their unusual nature 
and by their infrequency of occurrence.

fM!J£(lAL_HATURE

The term unusual means that the item is not common.If a 
company is involved in buying and selling of pigs, then all of a 
sudden the company, though authorised by its memorandum of 
association, decided to buy heavy equipment for resale then this 
is an unusual item. To determine whether an item is unusual one 
would need to consider three aspects.

The line of business is an important consideration. As we 
have seen above a company dealing with pigs would be making an 
extraordinary gain or loss by selling heavy equipment in an
isolated year .
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The environment in which a firm operates is an important
factor. If a firm is located in a rural setting and provides
housing within walking distance ofthe firm, it would be anunusual

\'item to find a large "Transportation of employees" or Employee 
ulunches Account in the income statement. Logically, one would 

expectthat the employees should walkhome and that they take lunch 
at their respective homes. However, if a similar firm is located 
in a largecity and the company has rented houses for employees in 
scattered estates, then the account mentionedabove will not be an 
unusual item.

The extent of government regulation is also an important 
consideration. For example, considering two public transport 
companies where one is state owned and the other one is privately 
owned, making a loss due to ferrying the ruling party's officials 
to attend an important party meeting, free of charge will be an 
unusual item for the private firmbut not for the state ownedfirm.

INFREQUENCY QF OCCURRENCE

An event or transaction of a type not reasonably expected to 
recur in the foreseeable future is considered to occur 
infrequently. In my opinion, this situation is very ambiguous 
because "foreseeable future" is a general term.



An accountant could be snort sighted and hence decide to 
consider only five years into r.he future. another one could 
consider a ten-vear period. These two accountants will classify 
the same item differently. The accountant is left free to 
determine what is foreseeable future'.

The past occurrence of an event or transaction for a 
particular entity provides evidence to assess the probability of 
recurrence of that type of event or transaction in the 
foreseeable future. However, the standards issued by accounting 
bodies do not specify the cut-off probability. This leaves the 
accountant free to decide the cut-off. Bv definition, EOIs occur 
infrequently. However, mere infrequency of occurrence of a 
particular event or transaction does not alone imply that its 
effects should be classified as extraordinary if it is not 
unusual.

12-

MATERIALITY

The effects of an extraordinary event should be disclosed 
separately in the income statement if it is material in relation 
to the income before extraordinary items or to the trend of 
annual earnings before EOI or is material by other appropriate 
criteria. This gives the accountant a lee-way in deciding what is
material. No specific percentage is given.



This means that- one accountant could take Lu* to be material 
wmle another one considers an EOI which is 20* ot net income 
betore EOI as the cut-off. In any case, the standards in force 
state that the accountant could use any other criteria m  

determining materiality.

Items should be considered individually and not in the 
aggregate in determining whether an EOI is material. This implies 
that it a company has numerous extraordinary items which are not 
individually material then they will be reported as ordinary 
income. This is a weakness in that since the accountant is 
expected to use his judgement in determining what is material, 
one of the two accountants could cLassify a single item as an 
ordinary item while the other classities it as an Eul.

However,the effects of a series of related transactions 
arising from a single specific and identifiable event or plan of 
action that is unusual and infrequent should be aggregated to 
determine materiality. This implies that one could net losses 
from profits earned in the event betore arriving at the amount to 
consider for materiality. In my opinion, aggregation should be 
extended to all EOI before determining materiality. By so doing, 
we will ensure that no EOI is left out and this will reduce the
accountant's choice.
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basic iiE. IttiULJHT

Underlying the literature that has developed in accounting 
thought with regard to the treatment of EOI is the basic 
difference of opinion regarding the purpose of the income 
statement. There are two extreme schools of thought.

ALL-INCLUSIVE__ m m E __STATEMENT.. »X>M.CEE1

One school of thought holds that the ma.ior purpose of 
financial accounting i3 to report on the stewardship of 
management. Results are to he presented fairly and objectively: 
the ordinary with the extraordinary, all of them properly 
belonging to the earnings of the enterprise.10

The adherents to this theory believe that a series of income 
statements should constitute a complete historical summary of all 
items of revenue and expenses, profit or loss. The direct charge 
or credit of items to surplus because of their unusual nature is 
believed to be improper primarily because of the danger that 
significant items may go unnoticed or receive inadequate 
consideration and therefore fail to be disclosed deliberately or 
otherwise.

lOBernstein L.A. : Accounting tor extraordinary gains— and 
losses. The Ronald Press Co., New York. 1967, pp. 31.
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The practice or including EOIs on the income statement and 

thus making them an element or net income for tne current period 
is called all-inclusive concept ot income reporting. 11

In support or this method, I am of the opinion that all 
material items are significant: ups and downs of net income are 
inherent in business: in order to draw conclusions as to the 
trends of earning power ot a company, all pertinent tacts over a 
period of years must be considered. There is no such thing as 
normal income', provided that the activities in question are 
legal and authorised by the company's memorandum of association. 
The omission from consideration of the unusual types of 
transactions may result in wrong judgement.

Under this approach, the EOIs would be reflected in the 
amount of net income reported for the year. In my opinion, the 
figure for net income will be a true measure of the operations 
during the accounting year. It is a summary of financial 
transactions that took place during the year. It should be noted 
that most accountants support all-inclusive concept.12 The all- 
inclusive approach is supported on various grounds discussed 
below.

UMosich et al: Intermediate Accounting. 2nd Edition, McGraw
Hill pyerson Ltd., Toronto 1975, pp. 93.

12 Meigs and Johnson: Account mg; The Basis tor Decision 
Making. 2nd Edit ion,McGraw Hill Book Co.. New York 1967, pp. 557.



Manv readers or the tmanciai statements concentrate their 
^rr^ntion on the figure tor net income or EPS. They may not be 
ware that this figure hoes nor inc Lude important gains and 
iosses. if these items have been "buried" in the statement of 
retained earnings.

A management that deliberately tries to understate reported 
earnings can do so by labelling a variety of forms of revenue as 
non-operating and crediting them directly to retained earnings. 
Similarly, a company that wishes to exaggerate its earnings can 
omit various loss transactions from the income statement by 
charging them directLy to retained earnings. We can avoid this by 
adopting the all-inclusive concept. Although the so-called EGI 
are often described as non-recurring, experience shows that such 
items do recur somewhere along a firm's future path.
Consequently, they are part of the whole picture of earnings, and 
should be included in the income statement.

The annual income statements taken tor the life of an 
enterprise should, when added together, represent total net 
income. This will mean that we can compare figures of different 
years since they are a true summary of the operations during the
particular year.
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The all-inclusive income statement is simple to prepare and 
leads to borderline cases being treated in a consistent manner by 
all companies. It includes all items leaving the readers to make 
use of their judgement to decide on which items should be 
omittedJ.3 The problem here is whether the readers have the 
capability to do so.

Including all itemsin the income statementprotects statement 
users against overlooking material extraordinary items.lt means 
that all items are given equal attention.

To date, the FASB, SEC, APB and Kenya's PSC recommendations 
primarily reflect the all-inclusive point of view.

CURRENT OPERATING PERFORMANCE CONCEPT

The opposite approach, called the current operating 
performance concept, holds that EOI should be charged or credited 
directly to retained earnings rather than being permitted to 
distort net income of the current period. The income statement is 
most useful when it furnishes a basis on which the reader can 
evaluate the earning power of the enterprise.

13 Hawkins D.F.: CorporateFinancial Reporting and Analysis.
Text and Cases. 3rd Edition, Irwin, Illinois, 1986, pp. 416.
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This is accomplished if the income statement is prepared so 
as to 3how the results of the 'normal', 'typical' or 'ordinary' 
operations of thebusiness. Thus, in order to serve as a basis for 
a sound appraisal of the enterprise, the income statement should 
exclude EOI.

In my opinion, the distinction between regular and 
extraordinary items can best be made by those who prepare the 
statements, i.e. management, and can bestbe verified by those who 
audit the accounts.They recognise the significance of special and 
extraordinary items but feel that the best understanding of the 
facts would be obtained by the reader if items not related to the 
current year's operations were carried directly to the retained 
earnings account.

Several arguments can be cited to support this approach.
(1) Including unusual items in the current income may be so

distorting as to lead to unsound judgement with respect to 
current earnings performance if they are material.

(2) This approach leads to an income figure that is more
representative of what a company is able to earn from its 
usual or typical operations. This can enable comparisons of 
incomes for different years.
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(3) Not all statement users are trained to eliminate distorting 
EOI included in an income figure determined using all- 
inclusive concept. As can be seen from above, there are few 
points to support this approachcompared to the all-inclusive 
approach. In my opinion, the all-inclusive approach gives a 
fairer representation of the operations of a businessfor any 
one year.

DISCLOSURE

EXTRAORDINARY__ITEMS.

IAS 8 requires that "Income from ordinary activities should 
be disclosed inthe income statement as part ofnet income. Unusual 
items should be included in net income; the nature and amount of 
each unusual item should be shown separately"J.4

SSAP 6 requires that "EOI should be shown separately in the
profit and loss account after the results of the business's 

«
ordinary activities have been ascertained".15

14 Ernst & Whinney, International Accounting Standards; 
Synopses. Multinational____Comparison____ and--- Disclosure

Checklist.1986.
l5Brockington R.: Financial Accounting. Macdonald & Evans Ltd 

, London 1983. pp. 258.
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KAS 2 requires that "the profit and loss account for the 
period should show a profit or loss after EOI reflecting all 
profits and losses recognized in the financial statements of the 
period ... each EOI should be shown separately less attributable 
tax in the profitand loss account for the periodafter the results 
derived from ordinary activities'.16

As can be seen from above, the accounting standard setting 
bodies attempt to reach a compromise between the two extremes of 
reporting EOI. Including all items ordinary and extraordinary but 
distinguishing between the two!.

UNUSUAL OR INFREQUENTLY OCCURRING ITEMS

APB opinion No. 30 requires that a material event that is 
unusual in nature or occurs infrequently but not both, and 
therefore does not meet both criteria for classification as an 
EOI, should be reported as a separate component of income from 
continuing operations. The nature and financial effects of each 
event or transactionshould be disclosed on the face of the income 
statement or in notes.

16ICPAK, KAS 2: Extraordinary andPrior Period Items, Nairobi 
1985, Section 3.4.
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l i a i n s  or losses of a similar nature that are not individually 

m a t e r i a l  s h o u l d  be aggregated. Such items should not. be reported 

on th e  face of the income statement,net of income taxes or in any 

manner that might imply they are E D I .  Similarly, the earnings per- 
share effects of those items should not be disclosed on the face 
o f  th e  income statement.

VALUATION j2F_COMPANIES JJS ING _£a RNINGS _PE R _SH A Rf-I

For a long time finance theoristshave felt that there exists 

a relationship between earnings per share and stock prices.

In 1 9 5 6 ,  Weston in his article "The stock market in perspective" 
gave ’ t h e  profit arid dividend outlook’ as one of the determinants 

o f  stock prices. 17 He found out that there exists a relationship 

betw een  reported earnings, declared dividends and stock prices .

A decade later, in 1965 O ’Donnell investigated the 

relationship between stock prices and earnings. He concluded that 

t h e r e  exists a relationship between earnings and stock prices. 

H ow eve r ,  he noted that, investors inthe electric utility stocks do 
not blindly accept reportedearnings. They make their ownestimates 

o f  business income and price securities accordingly.18

17Weston,J .Fred, "The stock market in perspective", Harvard 
Business,Review. Vol 34 March-April 1956 pp. 72.

ISO’Donnell,John L. "Relationship Between earnings per share 
and stock prices in the Electric Utility Industry", Accounting 
R e v ie w ,  Vol 40 1965 pp. 141.
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It follows that raising earnings per share by altering accounting 
procedures will not necessarily result, even in the short run, in 
higher stock prices.

During the same year, Staubus studied the relationship of 
financial variables and common stock values. He concluded that 
there exists a relationship between earnings and stock prices.19 
He further noted that dividends and book values were not as 
reliable individual indicators of common stock values as earnings 
per share. He also concluded that current flows, which were 
computed by adding back depreciation, depletion and amortization 
expenses to earnings were more reliable than earnings per 
share.20 This implies that earnings before depreciation are more 
useful to investors than income after depreciation .

In 1967, Beston carried out a study on the relationship 
between income statement items and stock prices. He concluded 
that there exists a relationship between income statement items 
and stonk prices. He studied the following items; sales, net 
incom before extraordinary items and net income after 
extraordinary items. .

19Staubus, George J." The Association of Financial Accounting 
numbers with stockvalues”, Accounting Review.Vol 40, 1965 ppJ.30.

20Ibid pp.130.
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He found out that the relationship is strongest between 
sales and stock prices. The relationship between net income 
before extraordinary items and stock prices is moderate. He found 
out that the relationship between net income after extraordinary 
items and prices was the weakest among the relationships between 
income statement items and stock prices.21 He found out that 
earnings information is used primarily in the period it is made 
public .

Beaver (1968) carried out a study on the information content 
of annual earnings announcements. He concluded that the dramatic 
price reaction indicates that investors do look directly at 
reported earnings and do not use other variables to the exclusion 
of reported earnings.22 The evidence also indicated that the 
"news announcements" occurring prior to the earnings report do 
not entirely preempt the information content of reported 
earnings.

21Beston, George J. "Published Corporate Accounting Data and
Stock Prices". Empirical Research___ in__A ccou n ting,----- S e le c te d
Studies.1967. pp. 50.

22Beaver, William H. "The information content of Annual 
Earnings Announcements".Empirical Research inAccounting. Selected 
Studies. 1968 pp. 85.



During tne same year O'Donnell extended his L965 study on 
electric utilitv stocks. He obtained more evidence to support the 
hypothesis thar there exists a relationship between stock prices 
and earnings.23

Philips i1970> carried out research on the relationship 
between earnings and prices in the banking industry. He obtained 
evidence to support, the hypothesis that there is a relationship 
between discounted bank stock and operating earnings per dollar 
of assets. 24 In fact, he described the relationship as strong.

Philips also found out that, the relationship between 
non-operating income and stock prices is weaker than the 
relationship between operating income and stock prices.25 
Lastly, he concluded that stock prices are associated with both 
realised and unrealised capital gains. This suggests that 
financial statements at current or realizable values could be 
useful to investors.

'4

230' E'onnell, John L. Further observations on Reported 
Earnings and stock prices ** Accounting Review. Vol. 43, 1968 pp.
550.

24Philips C.E. and Mayne S.L. Income measures and bank Stock 
Values*, Empirical Research in Accounting. 1970 pp. 188.

25Ibid pp. 188.



Patell ( 1981 i earned out a study on the price effects of 
earnings announcements. He concluded that quarterly earnings 
reports are. on average, accompanied by increases in price 
vanabil i ty. 26

J  IJ(V'f±E___SM O O T H ING

In 1964. Gordon hypothesised that ousiness managers can be 
expected to select those measurement and reporting rules which 
could smooth periodic income.27 Due to the tact that 
accountants are usually faced with alternative methods when 
preparing financial statements it is possible for accountants to 
influence reported earnings.

In fact. Chambers calculated that it is possible to measure 
a given firm income as any one of 30,000,000 figures all 
determined according to generally accepted accounting 
princ ipies.28

26Patell J.M. and WolfsonM.A., "The ex ante and expost price 
effects of Quarterly Earnings Announcements reflected in Option 
and Stock Prices ”, Journal of Accounting_£esearch. Vol. 19, 1981 
pp. 434.

27Gordon. M.J. "Postulates, Principles and Research in 
Accounting ", Accounting. Review, 1964 pp. 261.

28Chambers, R.J., "A matter of principle", AccQUQtingReview, 
Vol.41 July 1966 pp. 443.
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Researchers have shown that corporate managers will use 
accounting alternatives to manipulate profits.29

In this context, manipulation is defined as some ability to 
increase or decrease reported net profit at will. One 
manipulating goal widely attributed to management is the desire 
to smooth income. Smoothing moderates year-to-year fluctuations 
in income by shifting earnings from peak years to less successful 
periods. This lowers the peaks and supports the troughs, making 
earnings fluctuations less volatile.30

Empirical tests which determine if income smoothing is a 
goal of management can be of three types:

1) The researcher can ascertain directly from management by 
interview, questionnaire, or observation if they have, are or 
will smooth income. Cooperation may be difficult to obtain.

2) The researcher may contact second parties such as CPAs, who 
have knowledge of the process used by management to select 
among accounting alternatives.31

29Schiff, M., "Accounting tactics and theory of the firm”, 
Journal of Accounting Research. Vol. 4 1966 pp. 62.

30 Copland R .M ., "Income Smoothing", E m p ir ica l Research in
Accounting .Selected Studies. Vol. 6 1968 pp. 103.

31Ibid pp. 105



3) The researcher may examine the tinanciai statements and/or
reports to government agencies to ascertain it smoothing had 
occurred.32 This researcher has adopted this method.

In L972, Baretieid conducted research on smoothing and came 
up with the conclusion that firms select that method of 
accounting which smooths earnings.33

According to Beidleman (1973) income smoothing can raise the 
price of a security bv reducing the systematic risk of that 
security. He states that:

"to the degree that auto-normaiization ot 
earnings is successtui and that the reduced 
covariance of returns with the market is 
recognized by investors and incorporated into 
their valuation processes, smoothing will 
have an added beneficial effects on share 
values".34

32Ibid pp. 106
33Barefield, R.M. and Comiskey. E.E., "The Smoothing 

Hypothesis, An Alternative Test", Ac.CQunlLiiigRevi.ew. Vol. 47 April 
1972. pp. 298

34Beidleman C.R. "Income Smoothing: The role of management 
Accounting Review. Vol. 48 Oct. 1973 pp. 654.



It has bean shown that the focal number ror users ot 
financial statements is the earnings before extraordinary 
items.35 This implies that if extraordinary items could be used 
to smooth income before extraordinary items then it is possible 
for management to affect price values through use of 
extraordinary items.

EOI cou Ld be used to smooth income where the manager has a 
choice in reporting them as ordinary income or net income..36 
This is especially so in borderline cases regarding any of the 
three aspects of EOI, non-recurrence, unusual nature and
material it.y.

Dascher < 1970 i in his study identified four variables which 
could be used to smooth income. These included pension costs 
dividends from unconsolidated subsidiaries reported by the parent 
at cost, EOI and research and development costs.37

35 Barnea, A. et al,"Classificatory Smoothing of Income with 
Extraordinary Items", Accounting Review. Vol. 51 1976 pp. 110.

36 Dascher, P.E. and Malcom R.E.,"A note on Income Smoothing 
in the Chemical Industry', Journal of Accounting Research. Vol. 8 
1970. pp. 254.

37Ibid pp. 254.
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He regressed "income before smoothing " and reported 
earnings and calculated a standard deviation for each. He 
proceeded to calculate smoothing ratios (SR). These were computed 
as the standard deviations for smoothed income divided by 
standard deviations for "unsmoothed income". In the absence of 
deliberate smoothing, there is no reason to believe that we 
should observe more Smoothing Ratios greater than 1.0 than 
Smoothing Ratios less than 1.0 . He used chi-square to test the 
hypothesis of equality of the two. He found out that managers 
seek to smooth income.38

Barnea has suggested that nonrecurring items could, with 
hounds, be classified as ordinary or extraordinary. Thus, if 
management wishes to impart a smoother appearance to reported 
earnings before EOI it can use whatever discretion it has in the 
classification of nonrecurring items to achieve this objective.39

This flexibility is manifested in borderline cases. These 
cases include the sale of plant or a significant segment of the 
business the sale of an investment not acquired for resale, and 
the write off of goodwill due to unusual events.

38Ibid 255.
39Barnea, A.et al "Clasificatory Smoothing of Income with 

Extraordinary Items". Accounting Review, Vol. 51 1976 pp. 111.
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Having gone through the theorv behind tne accounting tor 
£01, examined the disclosure requirements, discussed the 
association between earnings and stock prices and looked into how 
business managers could use E0I to smooth income, we now intend 
to find out whether there is evidence here in Kenya to support
the theory.



The present chapter aims at achieving two broad objectives. 
In the first instance, the population ot study is detined and the 
methodoLogy used in data collection is developed. Secondly, some 

cnaracteristics ot the companies studied are presented, the 
hvpotheses to be tested formaliv stated and the methodology used 
in data analysis developed.

POPULATION

The population of interest in this study is made up of the 
fifty six (56) companies which were quoted on the Nairobi Stock 
Exchange <NSE) for most ot the study period. The study period is 
defined as the period between 1st January, 1976 and 31st 
December, 1988. 31st December, 1988 was selected to ensure that 
the researcher obtains the relevant data for the financial year 
ending in 1988; this is expected to have been published sometimes 
in 1989.

The study is Limited to publicly quoted companies because 
their accounts are public information. The list of the companies

INTRODUCTION

of interest is given below.



TABLE. ,L:_ U^lLlilLl&MiEAaiE&JiSfifc
1 Africa Tours and hotels Ltd i a. Tours)•V A. Baumann 6c Co. Ltd t Baumani
3 B.A.T. Kenya Ltd t B.A.T. )4 Bambun Portland Cement Ltd t Bamburi)
5 Brooke Bond Kenya Ltd (B.Bond)
6 Car and General Ltd l Car )7 City brewery investments Ltd (City B.)
3 Consolidated Holdings Ltd iCons H . )
9 C.M.C. Holdings Ltd (C.M.C.i
10 Kenya Hotels Ltd (K. Hotelsi
11 Diamond Trust Ltd (D.Trust)
12 Dunlop Kenya Ltd iDunlop)
13 Eaagad3 Ltd iEaagads)
14 E.A. Packanging Industries Ltd (E.A.Pack)
15 E .A .Road Services Ltd (E.A.Road)
16 Elliot s Bakeries Ltd (Elliot s )
17 Express Kenya Ltd (Expressi
18 George Williamson K. Ltd iGeorgei
19 Kakusi Ltd (Kakuzi)
20 Kenya Oil Co. Ltd (Keno1 )
21 Kenya P’ower and Lighting Ltd ( Power )
•?2 Marshalls iE.A.) Ltd (Marsha 1Isi
23 Motor Mart Ltd (Motor)
24 Nation Printers Ltd (Nation)
25 Pan African Insurance Co. Ltd (Pan A . )
26 Kenya National Mills Ltd ( K.N.M. i
27 Sasini Tea and Coffee Ltd ( Sasini )
28 Sofar Investment Ltd ( Sofar )
29 Timsales Ltd (Timsales)
30 Kulia Investments Ltd (Kulia)
31 Unga Group Ltd lUnga )
32 Carbacid Ltd (carb )
33 Credit Finance Corporation Ltd (CFCL)
34 Chancery Investments Ltd (Chancery)
35 E.A. Bag and Cordage Co. Ltd (EABCL)
36 Kenya Breweries Ltd ( KBL)
37 E.A.Cables Ltd (EACL)
38 E.A.Oxygen Ltd ( EAO)
39 E.A.Portland Cement Ltd ( EAPCL)
40 Hutchings Biemer Ltd (Hutch)



41 ICDO Investment Co. Ltd
42 Kapchorua Tea Co. Ltd
43 Kenstck Ltd
44 K.C.C. Ltd
45 Kenya Orchads Ltd
46 KPCU Ltd
47 Limuru Tea Ltd
46 National industrial Credit Ltd
49 01 Pe.jeta Ranching Ltd
50 Pearl Dry Cleaners Ltd
51 Philips. Harrisons and Crosfield Ltd
52 Theta Group Ltd
53 Kenya Finance Corporation Ltd
54 Kenya Commercial Bank Ltd
55 Jubilee Insurance Ltd
56 Barclays Bank of Kenya Ltd

<ICDC>
< Kapcho)
(Kenstock > 
( KCC) 
iK Orchi 
(KPCU )
( Limuru i 
(NICL ) 
i 0L Pe.i )
(Pearl) 
iPhilipi 
(Theta)(KFCLl 
( KCB > 
iJubilee) 
iBare lavs t

It should be noted that it is only public companies that 
have a market share price hence this dictates that we use quoted 
companies only.

D.AIA_CQLLE£U.QN. MJETHQ&LSECOtJDARiLDAlA

Data was gathered from published annual reports of quoted 
companies. The researcher obtained financial summaries of the 
financial reports of the quoted companies for the last eleven 
years (1978-1988). For details that were not in the summaries the 
researcher visited any of the following to obtain the required
data:



Africa Registrars Limited who are the secretaries to 
the Nairobi Stock Exchange. This oft ice was very u3etul but they 
do not have all the required data.

Registered offices ot the companies. These offices were not 
of great help as the officers concerned are not willing to spend 
a lot of time assisting researchers.

The Registrar or Companies office. The law requires all 
public companies to submit their annual statements to this 
office. L>ue to its public nature, this office could not supply 
all the required data. This meant that the researcher could not 
obtain data for some few years. However, the missing data is 
insignificant compared to the long period covered by the study to 
affect the conclusions, a summary of data collected is presented 
in Appendix 2.

Data on the following items was collected using the format 
shown in Table 2.

(P).
( El).

1. Stock prices
2. Earnings before extraordinary items
3. Earnings after extraordinary items ( E2 ).
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rable 2: M A  '-OLLECTRtl EOBM
Name of company
Year Ei E2 Date of issue Stock prices tor the

ot financial tour weeks after
statements issue or statements

___________________________________________________ Wk.1 _Wk2__WK.3__WJl4__1976
1979
198019811982
198319841985
1986
1987
maa_________________________________________________________________

rECHtilfiUES._i^__AMLXSiS
The stock prices for one month after date of publication of 

the accounts were averaged out to come up with a representative 
stock price (Pi for each vear. The researcher chose a month after 
publication to give the stock prices enough time to respond to 
the reported earnings. Absolute earnings before EDI were obtained 
from the financial summaries or financial statements. These 
absolute earnings were divided by the number of shares 
outstanding as at 1st January, 1978 to obtain El's.

This effectively took care of any stock splits or issues 
during the period of study. It enables the resultant earnings per 
share obtained to be comparable across the years. Absolute 
earnings after E0I were obtained and divided bv the number of 
shares outstanding as at 1st January, 1978 to obtain E2's.
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The researcher regressed El against P and calculated a 
coefficient of correlation tor each company (01). E2 was 
regressed against p and a coefficient of correlation (02) for 
aach company calculated. This meant that the researcher had a set 
of 31 Cl s and a set ot 3L C2's. Coefficient of correlation 
measures the strength of the linear relationship.40 The 
researcher was concerned with comparmc the absolute strengths of 
the relationships hence tor cases of negative Cl or C2 the 
negative sign wa3 ignored.

The researcher does not know the distribution of Cl's or 
02's. However, since the sample sises are large ini = n2 = 31 ), 
we can use the central limit theorem and consider the means of 
Cl's and C2's to be asymptotically normal. 41 This enables us to 
use the Z-statistic to test whether there is a difference between 
the two sets of figures. The null hypothesis tested was: There is 
no difference between Cl's and C2s. alternate hypothesis: There 
is a difference between Cl's and C2's.

40Daniel andT erre ll: Buaia.e^s_j5j;aJt.ij5JLic^,HoughtonMifflin Co.
. Boston 1975 pp. 252.

41 Yamane Taro: S.tatj.sf.ie.__ inrcoduG.t.ori__aiiaii'L5is, 3rd
Edition ,Times P rin ters .Singapore 1973. pp. 661.

Ho: ul - u2 = 0
0
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Failure to re.iect the null hypothesis meant that it does not 
matter whether you aggregate EDI or disclose them separately. The 
nypothesis was tested at u.05 level of significance.

The second test involved regressing El against time. The 
researcher then calculated the standard deviation (SL>. E2 was 
regressed against time and a standard deviation i S 2 ) calculated. 
The researcher does not know the distribution ot Si's or S2's. 
However, since the sample sizes are large t nl = n2 = 31), we can 
use the central limit theorem and consider the means of Si's and 
S2 ' s to be asymptotically normal.42 This enables us to use the 2- 
test to test whether there is a difference between the two sets 
of figures.

The null hypothesis tested was: There is no difference 
between Si's and S2's. The alternate hypothesis was: There is a 
difference between Si's and S2's.

Ho: ul - u2 = 0
Ha: ul - u2 / 0

Failure to re.iect the null hypothesis meant that there is no 
difference between the two sets of figures. Thi3 implies that 
publicly quoted companies in kenya do not use EOI to smooth 
incomes. The hypothesis was tested at 0.05 level of significance.

42 Ibid
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Both regressions were carried out with the help of the 
oTATTtSRAPHICS package aval) able on the microcomputer facilities 
in the Faculty ot Commerce. University of Nairobi.



CHAPTER 4: EEEdEBlAU’.'lM _a NJ>._ DlsSCUS^JONL. .OF FINDINGS

INXROW.CTi.ON

The objective of this study was two told:
1. To determine whether there is a relationship between E0I and 

stock prices.
2. To determine whether E0I are used to smooth income by publicly 
quoted companies in Kenya.

To achieve the first objective data on earnings before and 
after E0I were obtained. El and E2 respectively. El's and E2's 
were regressed against stock prices. The researcher used the Z- 
test to find out whether there is a difference between the 
strengths of the two relationships: The relationship between El 
and P and the relationship between E2 and P. The results are 
reproduced in the next section.

Out of a Population of fifty six companies only thirty one 
companies reported E0I during the study period (1978-1988). Even 
for these thirty one companies, they on average reported EOI only 
three out of the eleven years that comprised the study period. 
Another point to consider is the fact that even during these 
years the amounts involved as a percentage of the earnings after 
EOI were small. Out of the one hundred and two cases of reporting 
of EOI it is only in twenty-two cases that the percentage of EOI 
to earnings after EOI was greater than 50%.



fi.'I as a percentage of earnings after EOI figures are presented 
in Table 3 below.

Table 3: EOI.__a s _a .-PERCENTAGE..OF _ .EARNINGS .AFTER __£QI+

Co. 1978 ’79 ’80 ’81 ’82 ’83 ’84 ’85 ’86 ’87 ’88
X X % X X X X X X X X1 9 127

2 30 46
3 3 10 3 6 4 15 44 12 2 0.4 •
5 1 8 4 3 7 r 0.3 if 36 33
7 76 53 81 22 if 898 0.2 14 10 89 2 310 23 68 25 20
10 7 36
11 11 3
12 140
13 40
14 36 120 40 7 10 42 8
15 15 19
16 2 1 33
17 59 14 4
18 49
19 11
20 90 88
21 22 64 76 124 2
22 5 62 13 110 . 40
23 9 IS
24 15 53 12 12
25 85
26 44
27 9 J if
28 2 0.3 31
29 4 6 8 _ _ _

30 63 44 83 95
31 1 o.r 2 — 5

The results of the data analysis are given below. We start with a 
summary of characteristics of companies used in the study before 
testing the hypotheses.
♦ Numbers used to indicate companies are as shown in Table 1.

v ' :
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Of the titty six companies that were quoted during the study 
period only thirr.v one companies qualiiied to be incJuded in the 
study. These are the companies that reported EOi at least once 
during the study period, a List or these companies is given in 
Table 4.

Table 4: CQMEAM.IE&
1 A. Tours
2 Bauman
3 B.A.T.
4 Bamburi
5 B.Bond
6 Oar
7 City B .
6 Cons H.
9 C . M . C .
10 K. H. L
11 D. Trust
12 Dunlop
13 Eaagads
14 E . A . P .
15 E.A.R.
16 Elliot
17 Express
16 George
19 Kakuzi
20 Kenol
21 Power
22 Marsh
23 Motor
24 Nation
25 Pan A.
26 K.N.M.
27 Sasini
28 Sofar
29 Tims
30 Kulia
31 Unga
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rts can be seen I'abie 3 below most ot these companies are 
localLy controlled.** 65.% ot the companies are Locally 
controlled, over 70% ot tne companies banic with overseas 
controlled banks and 58*. ot them have subsidiaries. .32*. or tne 
companies are subsidiaries ot other companies and on average the 
companies have been operating in Kenya lor about forty five 
years.Over 9o% of the companies are audited by international 
audit firms with Gill and Johnson alone auditing about 40% of the 
companies.isee Table 5)

Table 5: SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPANIES USED *
CHARACTERI STIC %age

1. CONTROL:
Local 65%
Overseas 35%

2. BANKER:
Standard: Controlled from overseas 35% >
Barclays; Controlled from overseas 35% >
C. B. A.; Controlled from overseas 3% )
K. C. B.; Controlled Locally

3.STATUS:
Go. with subsidiaries 58%
Co. has no subsidiaries 42%
Co. subsidiary of another company 32%
Co. not subsidiary ot another company 68%

4.AUDITOR:
Local: Kassim Lakha
International:Gill& Johnson 39% )

Peat Marwic 13% )
Price Waterhouse 16% )
Murdock 3% •
Coopers 19% *
Panne11 B. Mwangi 3% )

5.AVERAGE NO. OF YEARS OF OPERATION: 45 years 
* Table 5 is constructed from Table 6.
**N.B. Africa Registrars classifies companies as either 
or locally controlled in the financial summaries.

%age

73%
27%

7%

93%

foreign
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TABLE 6: DETAILED CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPANIES USED IN THE STUDY
COMPANY CONTROL BANKER STATUS • AUDITOR AGE

1 A. Tours L K HI,SI P 43
2 Bauman 0 S HI.S2 C 64
3 B.A.T. 0 K H1.S2 C 38
4 Bamburi 0 CBA HI, S2 PW 39
5 B .Bond 0 K H1.S2 C 65
6 Car G. L S H1.S2 G 54
7 City B. - — H2,S2 PM 40
8 Cons H. 0 s HI,SI PM 12
9 C.M.C. L K HI, S2 C 42
10 K. H. L L B H2, SI PW . 62
11 D.Trust L - H2,S2 KL 25
12 Dunlop 0 S H2,S1 G 20
13 Eaagads L s H2,S2 G 44
14 E.A.P. 0 s H2,S2 PM 31
15 E.A.R. L s H2,S2 PW 43
16 Elliot L B H2.S1 G 42
17 Express L B H2.S2 PM 72
18 George 0 K HI,SI G 38
19 Kakuzi L K H1.S2 G 63
20 Kenol L K H2,S1 PW 31
21 Power L S H2,S2 G 68
22 Marsh 0 K HI, S2 PW 43
23 Motor 0 S HI,SI G 64
24 Nation - S HI, S2 C 28
25 Pan A. L B HI, S2 C 44
26 K.N.M. L B H2,S1 G 25
27 Sasini L B H1.S2 M 38
28 Sofar L B H2.S1 G 29
29 Tims L B HI, S2 KL 58
30 Kulia L B HI, S2 G 58
31 Unga L B HI, S2 G 62

KEY___ TO TABLE__g
L Local 0 Overseas
K Kenya Commercial Bank S Standard Bank
CBA Commercial Bank of Africa B Barclays Bank
HI Company with subsidiaries H2 Company without subsidiaries
P Panne1 Bellhouse Mwangi C Coopers and Lybrand
PW Price Waterhouse G Gill and Johnson
M Murdock PM Peat Marwic
KL Kassim Lakha
SI Company is a subsidiary of another company
S2 Company not subsidiary of another company
N.B . AGE refers to the number of years after incorporation.



The companies studied are of varying sizes ranging from 
Dunlop Kenya Ltd. with total assets of Shs. 5 million to Kenya 
Power and Lighting with total assets of Shs. 2,524 million as at 
31st December 1987.(see Table 7) On average the size of the 
companies is about Shs. 440 million in terms of total assets. The 
companies studied have a favourable liquidity position with only 
25% of them having a liquidity ratio of less than 1.00. On 
average the liquidity ratio for the companies is 1.71.(see Table 
7) As can be seen from Table 7 39% of the companies were financed 
by equity capital. On average the companies included in this 
study are financed by debt capital at 11% of the total long term
capital.
Table 7: ST7.R-T.TQHTDTTY AND CAPITAL STRUCTURE OF C0MPANIES(19871
COMPANY TOTAL ASSETS

1 A. Tours
(Shs.mi11ion)

2 Bauman 114
3 B.A.T. 1514
4 Bamburi 1453
5 B. Bond 985
6 Car G. 112
7 City B. • 25
8 Cons H. 87
9 C.M.C. 331
10
11

K. H. L
D.Trust 197

12 Dunlop 5
13 Eaagads 23
14 E.A.P. 90
15 E.A.R. 31
16 Elliot 151
17 Express 25
18 George 212
19 Kakuzi 379
20 Kenol 88

LIQUIDITY DEBT/T0TAL
RATIO EQUITY

( %age)

2.08 2%
1.23 0%
1.57 15%
1.25 0%
1.44 3%

11.00 0%
1.32 0%
1.56 0%
2.61 0%
0.66 1%
2.58 0%
1.70 0%
0.50 10%
0.58 34%
0.90 11%
1.66 0%
2.49 0%
1.00 8%
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Table 7 Continued
COMPANY

EQUITY TOTAL ASSETS 
(Shs.million)

LIQUIDITY
RATIO

DEBT/TOTAL 
( %age

21 Power 2524 1.13 55%22 Marsh 106 1.02 23%23 Motor 352 1.16 0%24 Nation 148 0.89 18%25 Pan A. 343 0.64 72%26 K.N.M. 834 1.38 1%27 Sasini 290 2.10 2%
28 Sofar 211 0.67 5%
29
30

Tims
Kulia

87 1.73 11%
31 Unga 1126 1.15 21%
AVERAGE 440 1.71 11%

The results of the hypotheses testing are given below.
researcher will start by testing the hypothesis on the 
association between EOI and Stock prices followed by the test of 
the hypothesis on smoothing.

THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN EARNINGS AND EOI STOCK PRICES

As is discussed else where in this paper theory supports the 
existence of an association between earnings and stock prices. It 
has been suggested that earnings before EOI have a stronger 
relationship with prices than earnings after EOI.43 It was the 
intention of the researcher to find out whether this applies to 
publicly quoted companies in Kenya.

43 Beston, G. J.: "Published corporate accounting data and 
Stock Prices", Empirical Research in Accounting. SelectedStudies, 
1967 pp.50.
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Fifteen out of thirty one of the companies studied (48%) 
revealed that the absolute coefficients of correlation for El 
with P were lower than the absolute coefficients of correlation 
for E2 with P. Going by numbers alone one could conclude that the 
relationship between El and P is stronger than the relationship 
between E2 and P. A summary of absolute coefficients of 
correlation for the companies classified according to industries 
is given in Table 8.

Table 8: ABSOLUTE COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION FOR THE 
COMPANIES CLASSIFIED IN TEEMS OF INDUSTRIES*

INDUSTRY Cl < C2 Cl > C2
Plantations 3 2
Motor 3 3
Finance and Investment 2 4
Printing . 1 2
Gas, energy and allied 1 1
Hotels, food and beverage 2 2
Construction 2 0
Manufacturing 1 1
Trading 0 1
TOTAL 15 16
PERCENTAGE 48% 52%
* Table 8 was constructed from Table 9.

As can be seen, the distribution of Cl's and C2's is almost 
even across the industries. Most industries had both cases: Cl < 
C2 and Cl > C2. To understand these results better we proceed to 
test the hypothesis. A list of the coefficients of correlation 
used is reproduced in Table 9 below.44

44 These coefficients of correlation were calculated by 
regressing El against P and E2 against P.Data for earnings before 
EOI, earnings after EOI and data on stock prices is reproduced in 
Appendix 2.



T a p  I <=• 9 : o p  c o r r e l a t i o n

CO M PAN Y C l 021 A. Tours h i .  229 +0.331
C. Bauman a-t . . 442 -O.i 483 B. A . T . -0.422 -0.415
-4 Bambu r i -0.377 -o.3995 B. Bond +t ) . d o 9 +o.6226 Car +0.834 +o.8277 City B. +0.557 +o.0996 Cons H . . 352 +0.1479 C . M . C . +0.310 +0.317
10 K . H .  L -O.637 -0.447
11 ['.Trust. +0.934 +0.927
L2 Dunlop -0.587 -0.714
13 Eaagads +0.41l +0.420
14 E.A.P. +0.691 +0.787
15 E.A.ft. -0.671 -O.651
lb Elliot +U .016 -0.021
17 Expiress +0.467 +o.725
18 George +0.432 +0.469
19 Kakuzi +0.433 +u.389
20 Keno J +> » . 226 -O.455
21 Power -t >. 236 -0.228
22 Harsh +0.5» ii i +0.412
23 Motor +0.67u +0.701
24 Nation +o.6o2 +0.778
25 Pan a . -O.567 -O.539
26 K. M. M . +0.293 +0.258
27 Sasini +0.572 +0.565
28 So far +0.498 +0.459
29 Tims +0.620 +0.625
30 Kulia -0.191 +0.886
31 O n g a +0.322 +0.336

As can be seen from Table 9 some of the coefficients of 
correlation are negative. This indicates that earnings are 
inversely related to stock prices. Finance theory suggests that 
the relationship between earnings and stock prices is positive. 
However, our interest in the current study was with the strength 
of the relationship between earnings and prices and not with the 
direction of the relationship.



For purposes ot testing the hypothesis the researcher 
ignored the sign or the coerticients or correlation and used the 
absolutes. One could carry out a research on the nature or the 
relationship or whether there exists any relationship at all!

To test whether there is a signilleant dirterence between 
rhe two sets ot absolute coetrictents or correlation the 
tollowing hypothesis was tested:
1. Null hypothesis: There is no dirterence between Cl s and C2' s

or Ho: ul -u2 = 0
Alternate hypothesis: Ha: ul - u2 ■£■ 0

2. Level of significance:
3. Test statistic:

Z =

4. Calculated Z:
Z =

= 0

5. Critical Z at = 0.05
6. Calculated Z = U.175 is higher than the critical

Z = -1.645 and lower than the critical Z = 1.645 hence we
fail to reject the null hypothesis at 0.05 level of

I
175

u . 05. 
JlL__
J£l_
nl

- Ji'A.
n2

0.462- 0 ■ 467

I JJL040J?
31

0.0*304 
31

is ±1.645

significance.
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Since cl = u.482 < c2 = 0.487 this implies that on average 
the absolute coetticients ot correlation tor earnings betore E01 
are lower than the coetticients or correlation atter Eul. This 
means that the relationship's between earnings alter EOI and stock 
prices are stronger than the relationship between earnings betore 
EOI and stock prices. This is contrary to the literature cited 
earlier in the project. However, as can be seen from the 
statistical interpretation of the results the differences between 
the two sets of coefficients of correlation is not significant.

This means that the researcher is unable to conclude as to 
which of the two: Earnings before EOI or Earnines after EOI is
more important to investors. It could be concluded that it does 
not matter whether EOI are reported separately or aggregated with 
ordinarv items. The important point to note is the tact that the 
findings of the study indicate that the effect of earnings before 
EOI on prices, if any, is not significantly different from the 
effect of earnings after EOI on stock prices.



USjE u F EOI TO SMOOTH INCOME
It has been shown that Eui could be used to smooth income 

■were the managers have a choice in reporting them a3 ordinarv 
income or extraordinary income.45 This means that EOI could be 
used m  order to give smoother earnings before EOI. This is 
particularly important because it has been demonstrated that the 
earnings before EOI are more important to investors than earnings 
alter EOI. This impLies that if a manager can manipulate El then 
he could affect the stock prices for his company in a desired 
direction.46

Eighteen out of thirtv one i58%» of the companies studied 
showed that the standard deviations for the earnings before EOI 
are higher than the standard deviations for earnings after £ul . 
The standard deviations for the companies classified according to 
industries are given in Table 10 above. Plantations, motor, 
finance and investment, hotels, food and beverage industries had 
some companies with SI < S2 and others with SI > S2. All 
companies in Gas, energy and allied, manufacturing and general 
trading industries had SI > S2 . All companies in construction 
industry had SI < S2.

45 Dascher, P. E. and Malcom R. E.: "A note on Income
Smoothing in the Chemical Industry." J.o:uEliaI__of__Ac.C.O.unt inft
Research, Vol. 8 1970 pp. 254.

46 Barnea, A. et al : " Classificatory smoothing of income 
with Extraordinary Items 'Accounting Review. Vol. 51, 1976pp. 110.



I - !ir*»tfvfi fiR'J r “ Til ing FOR COM P A R ES
CLASSIFIED  IN TEFtiS.JvF_J^LilbXEUL£5_l

INDUSTRY SI .> S2 SI < S2
P'lantat ion3 1 4
Motor 3
Finance and Investment 4 2
Print ing 3 0
ilas. energy and allied 2 0
Hotels, rood and beverage «*, 2
Construct ion 0 2
Manufacturing 0
Trading l 0
TOTAL 13 13
PERCEN TAGE 53% 42%
t Table 10 was constructed from Table 11.
EiTable 11: STANDARD._QEVJLdTIMS EQR..COMPANIES

SI 32
1 A. Tours 5.41 3.08O Bauman 0.82 0.63
V B . A . T . 6.46 6. 10
4 Bamburi 1.34 1.40
5 B . Bond 3.61 3.36
6 Car 1.35 1.00
7 Citv B. 0.77 1.80
8 Cons H . 0.56 0.46
5 C.M.C. 2.90 3.30
10 K. H. L 4.37 3.30
11 D . Trust 3.01 3.10
12 Dunlop 3.45 3.34
13 Eaagads 1.03 1.04
14 E . A . P . 1.54 1.48
15 E.A.R. 0.51 0.53
16 Elliot 4.33 4.48
17 Express 1.56 1.48
18 George 2.88 2.90
19 Kakuzi 2.09 2.10
20 Kenol 6.53 4.52
21 Power 7.19 6.99
22 Marsh 1 . 8 0 1.82
23 Motor 1.61 1.58
24 Nation 1.08 0.92
25 Pan A . 1.81 1.64
26 K.N.M. 1.82 1.89
27 Sasini 5.77 5.95
28 Sofar 1.52 1.58
29 Tims 5.88 5.96
30 Kulia 1.75 0.36
31 Unga 2.44 2.27
* Table 11 was constructed after regressing data in .appendix
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Going by numbers it means that E2's are smoother than El's. 
This is contrary to the literature cited earlier in this paper. 
However, to gain a better understanding of these results we 
proceed to test the hypothesis.

To test whether there is a difference between the two sets 
of standard deviations the following hypothesis was tested:
1. Null hypothesis: There is no difference between Si's and S2's

or H o : ul - u2 = 0
Ha: ul - u2 4 0

2. Level of significance: = 0.05

3. Test statistic: ____si - s2
si + aZ 
nl n2

4. Calculated Z: 2.85_______ -_____ 2LJSQ_____
4.Q8 + 3.3 Q
31 31

= 0.512
5. Critical Z at = 0.05 is ±1.645
6. Calculated Z = 0.512 is less than the critical Z = 1.645 and 

more than critical Z = -1.645. Hence we fail to reject the
•null hypothesis at 0.05 level of significance.



Since si = 2.85 > s2 = 2.60 it means that on average the
standard deviations tor earnings before E0I are higher than those 
tor earnings after E0I. This implies that earnings after E0I are 
smoother than earnings before E0I. This is contrary to the 
Literature cited earlier in the project. However, as can be seen 
from the statistical interpretation above the standard deviations 
before and after Eul are not significantly different. This means 
that the smoothness of earnings before E0I is not significantly 
different from the smoothness of earnings after E0I.

It could be concluded that the management of publiclv quoted 
companies in Kenya may not be using EOI to smooth income. This is 
because if the management of the companies were using EOI to 
smooth income then we would expect the earnings before EOI to be 
smoother (hence Lower standard deviations! than earnings after
EOI .



DISCUSSIC'Mji'F. RESULTS
This section is an attempt to find out the reasons behind 

the fact that there in no difference between the relationship 
between earnings before EOI and stock prices and the relationship 
between earnings after EOI and stock prices. The same reasons 
might be responsible for the tact that there is no difference 
between the smoothness ot El and E2. We will also discuss the 
differences between companies that report Eul and companies that 
did not report EOI.

The results of data analysis show that there is no 
significant difference between the strengths of the relationship 
between El and P and the relationship between E2 and P. There are 
several reasons that can explain these findings. The most 
important i3 the fact that the amounts reported as EOI are very 
small compared with earnings after EOI . As can be seen from 
Table 3 above, it is only in a very few instances that we have 
the percentage of EOI over earnings after EOI being more than 
30%. Over 66% of the amounts reported as extraordinary items were 
less than 30% of earnings after EOI.



However, even m  the instances that the percentage was high 
the effect on the strength ot the relationship was very small 
noting that on average out of the eLeven years studied the 
companies reported EOI in oniv three vears. This is the main 
reason that led to failure to re.iect both hypotheses. The other 
ractors discussed below are in fact explaining this important 
point.

As is shown in Table 7 most of these companies are large 
w ith  an average size ot Shs. 440 million. This means that these 
are well established companies with a written policy euideline on 
what business transactions the managers should engage in. Noting 
that the managers of these companies are separate trom the 
owners, one would expect them to follow the laid down procedures 
and guidelines in conducting business for the company if they are 
to protect their jobs. This means that instances of carrying out 
business that is not ordinary are reduced. This might explain the 
fact that these companies reported EOI in only three out of the 
eleven years covered by the study.



.n il the companies studied are quoted on the Nairobi Stock 
-."change. There are strict, regulations stipulating the 
re q u ire m e n ts  tor being quoted. This exercises 3ome control over 
the quoted companies. This means that the companies would end up 
r e s t r i c t i n g  their operations to the business they know best, this 
is u s u a l l y  their ordinary business. In any case it might be 
b e n e f ic ia l  to the company to maintain a consistent image. This 
could be achieved by conducting the same kind of business over 
t im e . This reduces instances of doing any extraordinary business.

Over 90% of the companies studied are audited by 
in t e r n a t io n a l  audit firms, isee Table 131 These firms would like 
to be associated with companies that have a favourable image, as 
such they would try their level best to avoid instances where 
tn e x r  clients report information that could be misleading. 
Reporting E0I could be interpreted to mean that the company is 
not doing very we LI and is therefore engaging in extraordinary 
business in a bid to maintain some expected level of profits. To 
avoid any misinterpretation the audit firm would rather have the 
item reported as ordinary income. This means that the companies 
would report E0I only when it can not be avoided. This can 
explain why E0I are reported very rarely.



The companies that reported EOI during the study period are 
.a rg e r  than companies that were not included in the study. The 
average  company included in this study had total assets of 
o h s .4 4 0  million compared to Shs. 260 million.isee Table 11 below) 
Th is  was expected noting that the companies have been in 
existence more than the companies not. included. The average 
number of years alter incorporation is 45 years compared to an 
average ot 39 years for the companies not included.

The larger the company the more complex its operations are 
and the higher the likelihood ot carrying out business that might 
not be normal to the company. However, as is explained earlier in 
the project, the strict rules and regulations ot how business 
should be conducted Limits the amounts involved to very small 
amounts.

58% of the companies incLuded in the study had 
subsidiaries compared with only 16% for the companies not 
included. This means that the companies prepares group accounts 
to incorporate the accounts ot all its subsidiaries. Due to the 
complexity involved it is not hard to visualise a situation where 
the company encounters a transaction which is not deemed 
ordinary. Therefore, this might explain the fact that on average 
companies with subsidiaries report EOI more often than companies
without subsidiaries.



Companies included in this study had a higher liquidity 
ratio compared to companies not included. The liquidity ratio tor 
companies included was on average L.7L as compared to only 1.55 
tor companies not included.

This is expected noting that the companies included in this 
study are larger and have been in existence tor a Longer period. 
L'he large sise means that m e  companies can artora to hire more 
knowledgeable managers. The long existence means that the 
companies' management have a longer experience. Long experience 
means that, the managers are more likely t.o engage in riskier, 
other than ordinary business compared to their counterparts who 
do not have a lot ot experience. This might be the reason behind 
the low incidence ot reporting ot EOI tor the companies that nave 
employed managers with lower experience.

An analysis of the companies show3 that all the companies in 
Motor and Printing industries reported EOI during the study 
period. About 66* of the companies in Construction and 
Manufacturing reported EOI during the study period. 50% of the 
companies in Plantations industry reported EOI, while 57% of the 
companies reported EOI during this period. 40% of the companies 
in Finance and investment ,Gas, energy and allied industries 
reported EOI with only 25% of the companies in Trading industry 
reporting EOI during this period.



T h is  analysis implies that reporting EOI is a phenomenon 
spread evenly across the industries.isee Table 12».47 This means 
th a t there is no relationship between type ot industry ana 
engagement in extraordinary business.

Tab le  1 2 :

IMBUSTBX
UK COMPANIES USED WITH THOSE NOT USED 

CQj INCLUDED IN THIS STUDY CO. MOT INCLUDED
Humber Humber

P la n t a t io n s 5 50% 5 50%
Motor 6 100% 0 00%
F in an ce  and Investment 6 40% 9 69%
P r in t  in e 3 L00% 0 00%
Gas. e n e rg y  and allied 2 40% 3 60%
H o te ls ,  food and beverage 4 57% 3 43%
C o n s t r u c t io n 2 67% 1 33%
Manufacturing 2 66% 1 34%
T rad in g 1 25% 3 75%
TOTAL 31 55% 25 45%

Other aspects considered includes control, banker, capital 
structure and whether the company is a subsidiary of another 
company. As can be seen from Table 13 and Table 14 the 
differences in these aspects is very small.

47 Table 12 is constructed from Appendix 1.



1.11= I • *. >HF-H >.• *H 
I‘HiS STUIO

" F  >’h « i ■ < r n p r : : r ««f  c o m p a n i e s  u s e d  r n
MJTJfcL CHOSE OF CuMPAHIES THAT WERE NOT JiSEfc
COMPANIES USED COMPANIES NOT USED

CHARACTERISTIC %age %age /<age %age
1. CONTROL:
Local 65''. 68%
Overseas 35% 32%

2. BANKER:
Standard:OC 35%' 31% ■ 69%
Barciavs:OC 35% 73% 38% 1
C. E. a.:OC 3%,
K. C. B. ;LC 27% 19% 31%
N. B. K.;LC 12% i

3.STATUS:
HI 56% 16%
H2 42% 84%
SI 32% 28%
S2 68% 62%

4.AUDITOR:
Local: KL 7% 4%*|r 20%

K 4%
N 4%
M 4%
Ma

Internat ional G 39% 40%' 80%
. PM 13% 20%

PW 16% l 93% 4%
Mu 3%
c 19% 16%j
P 3% J

5.AVERAGE NO. OF YEARS OF OPERATION: COMPANIES USED: 45 years
CO. NOT USED : 39 years

KEY TO TABLE 13
L Local 0 Overseas
KCB Kenya Commercial Bank S Standard Bank
CBA Commercial Bank of Africa B Barclays Bank
Hi Company with subsidiaries H2 Company without subsidiaries
P Panne1 Bellhouse Mwangi C Coopers and Lybrand
PW Price Waterhouse G Gill and Johnson
Mu Murdock PM Peat Marwic
KL Kassim Lakha K Kangethe
Ma Martin M Muchekehu
N Nyaga NBK National Bank of Kenya
51 Company is a subsidiary of another company
52 Company not subsidiary of another company
OC Controlled from overseas
LC Controlled locally
N.B. AGE refers to the number of years after incorporation.



Table 14 :

Co. u sed  
Co. n o t u sed

AND DEBT/ TOTAL EQUITY RATIO FOR COMPANIES
!iSJED__Wim ..THOSE. OF. COMP A U LE£.J&H_
AVERAGE TOTAL
ASSETS
Shs.million

LIQUIDITY RATIO DEBT/TOTrtL 
EQUITY RATIO 

(%age >

440
260

1.71 11.0
1.55 13.7



CHAPTER 5: SQUCmSlflM

This chapter summarises the findings of the study .It also 
gives some recommendations. The researcher concludes the paper by 
highlighting limitations of the study and giving suggestions for 
fu r th e r  research.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The first objective of the study was to determine whether 

the relationship between earnings before EOI is stronger or 
weaker than earnings after EOI. The results showed that when all 
the companies are taken together 52% of the companies had a 
stronger relationship for earnings before EOI and stock prices 
compared to the relationships between earnings after EOI and 
stock prices. The average absolute coefficient of correlation for 
the relationship between earnings before EOI and stock prices was 
0.482 compared to an average of 0.487 for the relationship 
between earnings after EOI and stock prices.

The results of testing the hypothesis of no difference 
between the two sets of coefficients of correlation showed that 
there is no statistical difference between the two sets of 
coefficients of correlation. This implies that it is not possible 
to conclude from the findings of the research which of the two, 
viz, earnings before EOI or earnings after EOI, is more important
to investors.
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The second objective of the study was to determine whether 
publicly quoted companies in Kenya use EOI to smooth income. The 
results of data analysis show that 58% of the companies studied 
had standard deviations for earnings before EOI being higher 
than the standard deviations for earnings after EOI. The average 
standard deviation for earnings before EOI was 2.85 compared to 
an average of 2.60 for earnings after EOI. This implies that 
earnings after EOI are smoother than earnings before EOI.

However, the result of hypothesis testing showed that the 
difference between the standard deviations before and after EOI 
is insignificant. This means that there is no support in Kenya 
for the supposition that company managements attempts to smooth 
reported earnings using EOI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The findings of this study indicated that the separation of 
EOI from ordinary income might not have an effect on the stock 
prices. This implies that, for the less sophisticated investor 
he/she should not spend a lot of time or effort in trying to find 
out the implications of reporting EOI. The figure of net income 
probably contains enough information for hisRher purposes.



I’he findings or t-his study show that separation of EOI trom 
ordinary income might not necessarily lead to better decisions 
especially the decision to invest. This makes it hard for 
somebody to justify the time, effort and money spent m  coming up 
with KAS2, This implies that the Institute of Certified 
Accountants of Kenya should not spend more time or money on this 
subject.

The accounting 3taff obviously spend some time discussm? 
how to report items that might be described as extraordinary. The 
findings of the study indicate that segregation of EOI might not 
be important. This being the case, the decision on how to report 
EOI should be delegated to lower level staff leaving the senior 
staff or directors to concentrate on making other more important 
dec isions.

This study being the first of its kind in Kenya implies that 
there is a challenge to academics to pursue the questions raised 
in this study that remain unanswered. Of major importance is to 
find out why the evidence obtained is contrary to finance theory.

64
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LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

The study covered only thirty one companies; these were the 
companies that reported EOI during the study period. This means 
that we can not generalise the results to other companies that 
were not included in the study.

The study period was eleven years. This means that the 
r e s u lt s  cannot be generalized outside the study period. The study 
was limited to this period (1978-1988) due to non availability 
of d a ta  for other years. Better results might have been obtained 
had the study period been longer.

As can be seen from Appendix 2 data for some years could 
not be obtained. It is the feeling of the researcher that the 
missing data might not affect the results. However, if we had 
managed to collect all the required data it would add to the 
strength of the conclusions made. If more time was available for 
the research, then it would have been possible to collect most of 
the relevant data.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The literature that was cited in the project indicated that 
EOI are just one of the many items that could be used by 
management to smooth income. A study could be carried out to find 
out whether publicly quoted companies use other income statement 
items to smooth income.



or>

The current study dealt with publicly quoted companies only. 
A study could be carried out to investigate whether companies not 
quoted on the Nairobi Stock Exchange attempt to smooth income.

This study could be replicated using a different method or 
covering a longer time period. One could obtain information by 
interviewing the accountants of the companies. Alternatively, 
information on whether income smoothing has taken place could be 
obtained by interviewing third parties e.g. the company's 
auditors. The problem with these methods is that a researcher is 
Likely to be provided with onlv information that gives a 
favourable picture of the company.

A researcher could carry out a research to tind out the 
reasons behind the negative relationship that exists between some 
companies earnings and stock prices. Research could be carried 
out to find out whether there exists a relationship between 
announcements of earnings and stock price variability.

Finally, since the current study shows that the relationship 
between earnings per share and stock prices is relatively weak,48 
one could carry out research to find out whether there are other 
variables that might have a stronger relationship with stock 
prices.

48See Table 9 above
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?OMPAMIES THAT REPORTED Eul COMPANIES THAT DID HOT REPORT EOI

PLANTATIONS
Brooke Bond Kenya Ltd 
Eaagads Ltd 
Sasini Tea and Cotlee 
Kakuzi Ltd
George Williamson K. Ltd

MOTOR
C.M.C. Holdings 
Car and General 
E.A-Road Services Ltd 
Express Kenya Ltd 
Marshalls <E.A. ) Ltd 
Motor Mart

EINANGELAND. .INVESTMENT
Kulia Investments 
Unga Group Ltd 
City brewery Investments 
Diamond Trust Ltd 
Sotar Investment Ltd 
Pan African Insurance Co. Ltd

PRINTING
Consolidated Holdings Ltd 
E . A . Packanging Industries Ltd 
Nation Printers

•iAS^EMERGX-ANlLj&LLIEl!
Kenya Oil Co. Ltd E.A.tables LtdE.A.Oxygen
Kenya Power and Lighting Ltd Carbacid

Barelavs Bank Ltd 
Chancery Investments 
ICDC Investment Co. Ltd 
Credit Finance Corp. Ltd 
Jubilee Insurance Ltd 
K.C.B. Ltd 
Kenstck Ltd
Kenya Finance Corp. Ltd 
National Ind. Credit Ltd

KPCU Ltd 
Limuru Tea Ltd 
01 Pe.ieta 
Theta Group Ltd 
Kapohorua Tea Co. Ltd



APEENlilX.J «v »wt.

"MF AMIES THAT REPORTED EOI COMPANIES THAT DID MOT REPORT EOI

HGXELSjJI>!2£L_ AMD_R£V.EBAOES

Africa Tours and hotels 
Elliot's Bakeries Ltd 
Kenya Hotels Ltd
Kenya National Mills

Kenya Breweries Ltd
K .C .C . Ltd 
Kenya Orchads

CONSTRUCTION
Bamburi Portland Cement Ltd E.A.Portland Cement Ltd
TimsaJes Ltd

M AN U F ACT11B LNfi

B.A.T. Kenya Ltd E.a. Bag and Cord. Co. Ltd
Dunlop Kenya Ltd

TR&OlNj.'i
A. Bauman Sc Co. Ltd Hutchings Biemer LtdPearl Dry Cleaners 

Philips. Harrisons and Cross



1978
. El 
14.8

1979 9.56
1980 7.44
1981 9.12
1982 12.5
1983 14.7
1984 14. U
1985 18.4
1986 24.1
1987 3.00
1988 —

E2 P
12.30 13.0
9.60 41.6
7.44 32.8
8.85 35.6
11.20 36.3
15.10 31.5
13.00 34.7
17.80 36.0
19.80 34.0
25.00 25.9

El E2 P
1.46 0.84 6.7
1.13 0.99 1.1
2.17 2. 13 7.3
4.71 4.73 6.9
2.24 2.24 3.0

0.60 0.60 3.3
35.00 --- -



AEEELIL’J :■
Cv.IA_0tL_EAEtlI.Ui3S .PER SHARE. BEFORE E. O. I . < E1 ■. EhRN I Hi
■FEE SHARE AFTER E.O.1. (E2 i aND STOCK PRICES Ip).

A. TQUES Bft.UM.HM
El E2 P EJ E2 P1978 14.8 12.3 13.0 1.46 0.84 8.701979 6.8 6.8 13.9 2.63 0.39 7.40

1980 — — — 1.01 1.01 6.501981 13.6 13.8 10.2 0.30 0.3u 4.50
1982 0.OU 0. 07 10.2 o.2l 0.21 _. 9 u
1983 — — — 2.38 2.38 3.00
1984 — — — 0.34 0.34 3.70
1985 — — — 1.05 1.05 5. Oo
1986 6.70 6.70 2. LO 0.38 0.81 3 .6 0
1987 — — — o . 84 0.84 3.00
1988

B... A., T BAMBU&l



JA'UT.

ON EARNINGS -PEE SHARE BEFORE E.u .I.iEli. e a r n i n g
. FEE- SHAEE_.AETEE_E, >^L.LE2 ». AMJL* STOCK PRICES iP i .

CAR 0. ail.. -EL
El E2 P El E2 P1978 3.89 3.89 10.40 — — —

1979 3.12 3.12 8.20 — — —

1980 5.66 3.77 10.6 0.19 o . 05 3.20
1981 2.29 2.29 5.80 — — —

1982 2.51 2.51 3.5o 0.5o 0.5u 3.5o
1988 2.09 2.09 4.5o — — —

1984 2. 13 2. 13 4.20 0.59 0.28 3.30
1985 0.87 0.87 4.20 2.38 0.45 4.50
1986 — — — (>. 95 0.73 4.40
1987 1.81 1.81 7.00 0.90 0.6O 5.20
1988 3.81 3.82 10 .00 0.57 5.07 4.00

_n. KEH'iA-iL _L^
El E2 P El E2 P

1978 1.45 1.47 5.5 o . 90 0.83 9.00
1979 0.61 o . 63 4.7 1.90 1.90 8.50
1980 0.92 0.92 3.3 1.98 1.98 12.00
1981 — — — — — —

1982 0 .00 0 .19 1.9 — — —

1983 0.00 1.11 1.9 2.29 2.29 10.00
1984 1.45 1.45 2.2 6.19 9. 19 io.oo
1985 0.36 0.31 2.5 7.46 7.46 10.50
1988 0.87 0.96 3.4 14.60 9.27 6.00
1987 0.35 0.38 4.2 — — —

1988 0.00 0.49 4.0 — — —



EAAGAOS
El E2 P

1978 0.20 0. lo 1.3
1979 0.54 0.54 1.3
1980 u.89 0.89 2.2
1981 0.61 0.61 2.6
1982 0.92 0.92 1.5
1983 — — —

1984 1.36 1.36 2.0
1985 1.11 1.11 3.0
1986 3.64 3.84 3.8
1987 0.44 0.44 4.1
1988 0.73 0.73 3.5

El E2
1.60 1.
0.85 0.
0.31 0.
1.98 1.
0.79 1.
1.99 1.
1.16 1.
0.82 2.
3.66 2.
5.31 5.

12.0
.9.0
6.5
4.5 
3.1
3.3
6.4
7.5
6.8

2 2 . 0

60
65
31
26
75
16
46
61
25
64
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El E2 P
1978 4.15 3.69 11.7
1979 4.39 4.69 12.6
1980 5.85 5.64 17.0
1981 6.68 6.68 13.6
1982 8.05 8.05 16.7
1983 3.71 8.71 16.9
1984 6.90 8.90 16.6
1985 10.10 10. 10 18.0
1986 10.30 10.30 21.3
1987 14.3o 14.30 27.0
1988 — — —

i

>;uut JU.

STCm ■
L' .J_.tE.LU. 
E_1RJLQE£_

_EA£lLLli*iL>
J-Lu

LiitiLOR
El E2 P
0.63 0.63 10.0
0.61 0.31 11.
2.76 2.96 7.
3.65 3.35 6.7

1.90 4.67 5.6
6.14 6.14 4.3
10.3 10.3o 6.5

Co
 t

O



MTA 0t)_EAEtiIMQ5-.P.£P. SHARE BEFORE. L u . l . t E l ) .  earhihgs 
£EfLSHAKE-AFTER ■ JL,.l.E2j_^am>_£TaCK PRICES «P) .

flPPEHPIX CoNT.

1976

e l l  m i s

E l E2 P

EXPRESS

E l
1.89

E2
1 .89

1979 2 .81 2.61 5 .8 2.02 2 .0 2
1980 4 .01 4.01 7 .3 3.00 3. uO
1981 10 .80 m .6 u 7.6 1.49 1 .49
1982 13 .30 13.30 11. o — —

1983 — — — — — — —

1984 2 .70 2 .63 12.5 — —

1985 7 .4 3 7 .39 10.5 4.19 1 .72
1986 2 .89 1.92 12.0 5.80 4.99
1987 — — — 3.57 3 .57
1988 — — — 5.01 5 .21

GEORGE KAXUZI
El E2 P El E2

1978 4.45 2.27 8.9 3.66 3.66
1979 0.68 0.68 7.2 4.95 1.68
1980 1.68 1.68 7.8 1.57 1.57
1981 0.93 0.93 6.0 1.68 1.68
1982 1.16 1.16 7.0 1.90 1.90
1983 7.73 7.73 8.4 — —

1984 9.35 9.35 15.1 5.15 5.15
1985 4.54 4.59 14.0 7.28 6.51
1986 5.21 5.21 14.3 5.62 5.62
1987 2.28 2.28 14.8 6.91 6.91
1988 2.28 2.28 15.8 3.73 3.73

P
5.2
5.3
5.0
6.1

4.
6.
7.

15.

P
19.5
15.5
14.6
6.2
11.5
13. 1
14.5 
16.0 
16.8 
17.0

•N t" if) iO
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APPENDIX 2 CONT-
■BEF.QRE E , O . I . < E U .  EARNING

-PEPL.SHARE AETEEL.E.O.l. < E 2 ) AHP. SXC)Q-;_PP1CE;5 l̂JPjl.

PMLA..I.-C.O K__ H  __J11LL£
El E2 P El E2

1978 2.43 2.43 15.0 1.21 1.21
1979 4.14 4.14 18.2 1.13 1.13
1980 1.44 2.66 21.5 1.40 0.78
1961 3.32 3.32 23.6 1.04 1.04
1982
1983 1.98 1.98 14.0 —
1964 5.08 5.08 7.5 3.53 3.53
1985 6.97 6.97 lu.O 2.71 2.71
1986 4.36 4.36 16.7 5.76 5.76
1987 5.37 5.37
1988 3.07 3.07

SASIN1
El E2 P

S.QFAR
El E2

1978 5.53 5.53 20.0 — —

1979 5.14 4.65 15.4 0.94 0.94
1980 5.64 5.49 16.3 1.34 1.34
1981 4.63 4.63 14.9 3.49 3.49
1982 6.03 5.38 15.2 4.26 4.26
1983 7.61 8.34 14.0 0.97 0.87
1984 16.20 16.10 18.5 3.77 3.76
1985 15.50 15.30 26.6 0.93 0.63
1986 20.90 21.50 25.0 ___
1987
1988

9.52 9.52 31.0 — —

P
5.0
4.7
5.5
4.5

3.1
3.5
3.6 

10.1
8.5

to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to
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tt££EUm___ 2____iliMI .
I s I A  jML.EARtilM«JUL-EEEL .-3H&fi&-BEK>BE E,0_ l  . t E l i .  EARMLHO;-> 
. £J£Ei.SHA£E AFTER ...E^i. JL̂ jl E2jl PRICES jl£_u

LEfiWEB ALLS
El E2 P El E2 P

1976 6.98 5.40 25. o 4.72 4.72 14.5
1979 4.19 8.89 24.6 4.36 4.13 15.5
1960 2.70 4.70 21.2 4.01 4.01 18.3
1961 0.70 0.oo 19 .u l .78 0.68 12. 1
1982 12.30 12. lo 12.6 2.71 2.36 7.6
198.3 22.10 22.10 14.8 1.71 1.71 6.3
1984 10.80 10.80 15.0 1.09 2.29 9.3
1985 21.80 2 l. 80 18.0
1986 9.40 9 .40 28.9 -

1987 17.00 17.00 25.4 2. 16 3.05 6.5
1988 11.80 1 1.80 33.6 8.75 6.75 11.5

MOTOR M UHG&.Ji
El E2 P El E2 P

1976 3.17 3.17 10.5 0.64 0.84 7.2
1979 0.85 0.85 10.0 1.36 1.36 7.1
1980 0.49 0.49 4.4 — 0.00 1.33 6.0
1981 2.13 2.13 6.7
1982 0.11 0.11 2.6 2.41 2.41 7.5
1983 3.72 3.38 2.4 1.75 1.75 9.1
1984 1.87 1.87 3.4 2.34 2.32 7.5
1965 1.72 1.72 4.9 4.42 4.41 7.8
1986 1.58 1.86 6.0 8.54 8.35 8.4
1987 3.43 3.43 10.0 5.73 5.73 8.7
1988 5.13 5.13 25.7 3.02 2.94 9.0



ttJEJEEHI’IX -Liiii'Jl.
QAXa..01i EAIWIH?iS. E ER̂ jaiAPJL.&EE'. » . ^Lwi.gJ_<, EaRQU bi* 
..BEL 3M&PJ1 ttFTER E.^.l.iK- l. alj L> olOCh PHI.E6 iFi J

NATION f IL1SALE3
El E2 P EL E2 P

1978 1.94 1.94 7.8 10.40 9.87 18.8
1979 2.77 2.77 6.5 6.50 5.75 21.8
1960 1.42 1.21 4.4 9.92 9.92 19.0
1981 0.83 1.27 2.7 7.23 7.23 18.8
1982 1.17 1.31. 3.5
1983 0.77 0.77 4.7 9.7 L 9.71 19.0
1984 2.38 2.38 4.6 11.90 11.9u 19.5
1985 2.33 2.33 6.8 19.30 19.30 21.9
1986 2.59 2.59 11.2 21.20 21.2o 23.8
1987 4.34 3.81 11.0 15.20 14.50 17.0
1988 22.70 22.70 52.5

’POKE bond kllljla

E l E2 P E l E2 P
1978 4 . 5 9 4 . 5 3 3 6 . o 1 .30 0 . 4 7 5 . 0
1979 2 . 8 1 2 . 8 1 2 7 .2 1 .63 0 . 9 0 5 . 6
1980 1 .90 2 . 0 4 2 7 .5 0 .8 1 0 . 8 1 4 . 9
1981 1 .3 2 1 . 3 6 2 0 . 3 0 . 2 2 0 . 0 4 4 . 3
1982 1 .25 1 . 2 9 11 .0 4 .7 2 0 . 2 6 4 . 4
1983
1984

3 .6 1
7 . 3 8

3 . 8 7
7 . 4 4

14 .5
29 .7

— — —

1985 10 .30 1 0 .5 0 3 4 .2
1986 1 1 .9 0 10 .60 3 4 .8 ___ _______
1987
1988

6 . 6 4  
5 . 7 6

6 . 6 4  
5 . 9 4

3 4 .5
4 4 .0

— —



DATA_O.N_.EARM1 Nl25LPER SHAKE BEFORE E_. 0 .JL l̂EI_u . EAFllIHt;;-, 
-PER -SHARE AFTER_E.lcJ ^  lE2j -STOCK PRICES . Pt .

APPEN D IX  fo u r .

CL 8. 1
El E2197ft 7.60 7.60

1979 7.89 7.89
1980 10.20 10. 20
1981 9.40 9.40
1982 4.60 4.49
1983 0.36 0.00
1984 4.12 3. 16
1985 4.74 1.5o
1986 4.30 3.21
1987 6.24 5.01
1988 3.27 3.27

E_._A— ROAL’

P El E2
13.00 0.64 0.64
12.30 0.86 1. OO
iv .  10 1.60 1 . 6 0
8 .6o 1.44 1.70
7.50 
6.30 
6.10 1.96 1.96
8.00 0.88 0 .88
9.40

18.00
—

14.5o — —---

KENYA OIL
El E2 P

1978 1.60 1.60 5.0
1979 9.85 1.01 5.7
1980
1981
1982
1983 3.70 3.70 2.3
1984 7.16 7.16 2.9
1985 14.00 14.00 3.8
1986 19.90 2.44 5.4
1987 3.86 3.86 5.6
1988 _______ _____
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